
           

 
 
 
                                                                                                                        Date: January 8, 2008  
 
Based at U.S., VSAG is an outstanding food service consulting and restaurant development firm 
serving restaurants, fresh food markets, hotel, hospitality firms and retail concepts all over USA. 
Our service ranges from comprehensive Concept Development to Restaurant Management 
Contracts, and Menu Development to Practical Opening Support.  
 
Most of our business has come from word of mouth. A few years ago I started running a google 
ad and it generated several new leads for us. But I realized I was an amateur at ppc and that if i 
could find a firm as good at ppc as my firm was at providing restaurant expertise, then it would 
really change our market penetration with regards to getting our firm’s name out there and 
visible. 
 
I googled and yahoo’d “seo”--assuming that any firm good enough to get their own company on 
page 1 must be excellent. I found ebrandz on first page. 
 
Within 4 weeks there was progress in the free listings and ppc impact was immediate. We started 
around holiday time, so that naturally slows down our biz....the last week or so the leads have 
been great—if this is an indicator of the volume of leads we’ll be receiving constantly, then I can 
say I am thrilled. 
 
Keyword research was fabulous. Things that I didn’t think would work are working, and things 
that I wanted to work, but couldn’t really analyze it to make it work, ebrandz helped us to figure 
that out. The testing, the data, the adjustments— I think its awesome! 
 
The difference between me managing my firm’s ppc ad, and ebrandz is the difference between a 
child who dreams of stars and a real astronaut. 
 
The reporting system is fu#$%#g great! I am impressed with easy to absorb data and results and 
the fantastic weekly communication, along with ebrandz willingingess to educate me on 
how/why you are doing certain things. Overall my experience in working with ebrandz was 
absolutely top-notch. 
 



First I was concerned that I wouldn't get great results and that ebrandz would not “get” my 
industry in the US. But, no doubt, I have seen improvement in my business. First of all, I’m 
spending less on ppc now, and getting better results. And, I know that if I want to try and launch 
a new revenue channel/service, I can get the word out fast. As a consulting firm we always have 
a good flow of new clients, but since I’ve been with ebrandz, our flow of quality leads has 
definitely improved.  
 

 
 
Sincerely,  
Dan Simons 
Principal 
VSAG 
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VSAG 
  East Coast, 6012, Grosvenor Lane, Suite 930 

Bethesda, MD 20814 
Phone: 800-520-5634 

Website: http://www.vsag.com 


